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The Painters Guild presents

Frank Costantino
Watercolor, Still Life: Glass and Metal
A Demonstration
Sunday, April 8, 2018 • 2:00 ~ 4:00pm
“Light, shade, shadow, color, values, textures; the
substantive and the fleeting, the design and contours of
shape and form; the intersection and interplay of the
tangible and intangible – these life qualities are always
capturing my attention. The interpretative and unexpected
possibilities of the watercolor medium present an exciting
artistic challenge to capture these very qualities in every
work. Creating my art is a passion, an imperative that is a
profound, relaxing and gratifying process. It is also a path of
self-discovery and sharing a realization. It is a search for the beauty in all things.
Frank is an architectural illustrator for over forty-five years, He has provided a national clientele of
distinguished architects with striking & award-winning illustrations of projects around the world. During these
professional years, he has also developed his watercolor painting to an accomplished level, and captured
urban scenes, landscapes, homes, and portraits in a plein air, or a direct, alla prima, colorist style.
He is a signature member of the New England Watercolor Society (N.E.W.S.) Boston, and elected member of
the Salmagundi Club of New York, as well as exhibiting member and supporter of local Art Associations. His
work is also represented in select galleries, and many collectors around the country.
More of Frank’s work may be seen at www.fmcostantino.com/gallery
Join us for an inspiring afternoon. Speak with the artist and with the many
artists of the Guild and find out what it means to be part of this community of
artists. Perhaps you will be inspired to take a class or join the group.
Refreshments are served.
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